
Storm Restoration &  
Logistical Support
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When Mother Nature Strikes...
When Mother Nature is at her worst, Asplundh is at its best. 

Despite the best efforts of a utility vegetation management program, 
nothing can prevent the kind of damage caused by major hurricanes, 
ice storms, tornadoes and blizzards. Once the damage is done, it’s a 
relief to know there’s an emergency response team like ours that is 
ready to work quickly and safely to help you restore power.

Asplundh has unparalleled resources in skilled manpower and 
specialized equipment throughout North America ready to assist you. 
All you have to do is call your nearest Asplundh representative or our 
toll-free hotline.

Expert Help Is Just A Phone Call Away
Asplundh’s storm coordination team, located at our headquarters in  

Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, monitors weather systems all year round. 
Often, before you even call, preparations are being made to respond. 
At your request, we can stage crews ahead of time just outside the 
storm zone. If need be, our mobile storm center will come to your area 
to support the vast administrative and communications needs of a 
large force of outside crews.

Asplundh is ready to serve you at any hour, day or night. And since 
our crews work near energized conductors every day, they clearly 
understand the hazards of the job and the importance of productivity.
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Get Logistical Support From Asplundh
Logistics support can  

include:

tents, cots and sleeping bags
mobile sleeper units

food service
water and ice 

showers and toilet facilities 
laundry service

fuel
bus transportation

security 
communications

first aid
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It’s nice to know that 
Asplundh is able to 
make your job easier 
with logistics support.

In a centralized staging area or ‘tent city’  
environment, storm restoration crews can rest 
effectively and work more productively.



Safety First ... No One Gets Hurt!®

After a storm, working conditions are even more hazardous than  
normal. Add in long hours and extreme weather conditions, and you’ve 
got a recipe for potential disaster. That’s why Asplundh sends corporate 
safety supervisors and regional safety superintendents to accompany 
all mobilized crews on emergency storm work.

By using daily conference calls, Asplundh’s safety team gathers data 
on changing conditions, new hazards and near-misses. Daily safety 
stand-downs allow them to communicate this information to our crews 
to help them work safely.

Asplundh’s safety vision is “Safety First ... No One Gets Hurt!®” We 
want everyone to go home uninjured and proud of their work.

Storm Damage Assessment
To rapidly assess the extent of storm damage, Asplundh can 

deploy trained storm damage assessors (SDAs) to identify circuit 
conditions and locations where special crews or equipment may be 
required to restore power. SDAs are often the utility’s first contact with  
consumers and professionalism is of the utmost importance.

A quick response to a storm disaster is most successful if you take 
time to plan ahead. Our local Asplundh representative will gladly 
meet with you to discuss emergency procedures and answer any 
questions you might have in order to avoid confusion in the midst of a 
storm situation. Let Asplundh’s experience and resources make your 
restoration process as painless as possible.
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Storm Emergency Hotline
1-866-635-3422

Call Toll-Free Day Or Night
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